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COTTOR IS PROUD TO HAVE ENTERED INTO TECHNICAL COLLABORATION WITH

CANTRELL
WORLDWIDE INC.
2154 CHENAULT DRIVE BUILDING A CARROLLTON TEXAS 75006 USA
PHONE: +1-972-302-2557 FAX: +1-214-279-0855
Email:mmizer@cantrellworldwide.com WEB.: www.cantrellworldwide.com
(Formerly Cantrell international, Div. of A.C.Horn & co.)

To Manufacture & Supply under licence
Latest design, High capacity,
State of art modern technology,
Excellent performance,
Cotton Seed processing machinery & parts
For Vegetable Oil industries.

NEW...
NEW...
IMPROVED SAW
SAW FILE!
FILE!
IMPROVED
After extensive research &
development comes a brand new
“Engineered" gummer file.

File cuts an enhanced tooth profile that
promotes higher delinting capacities.
File retro-fits to all current gummer
machines currently in service.
Priced below current market, a real value!

Designed to provide extra long life while
maintaining quality and consistency never
before achieved.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAW FILE

.75"

The new designed gummer file is a
PROCESS, not just a new product. The new
gummer file, which fits all factory standard
spindle screws, provides an enhanced tooth
ORIGNAL FACTORY SPINDLE SETTING
profile which promotes higher delinting
capacities, less shattered seed, and a more
robust saw tooth that lasts longer. All 18" dia.
saws (.035" & .045" thick) will have the best
tooth profile with the 13 tooth ratchet when
finishing to the "O" micrometer setting.
A 21 tooth motor sprocket, which relates to speed,
when paired with a factory standard 74 tooth
driven sprocket is an option and does not have
to be used. However, when using the 21
tooth sprocket, the sharpening time is reduced
to less than 40 minutes and thus saves the
customer valuable time.

ILLUSTRATION “A”

When sharpening all 12 5/8" dia. saws, we recommend a 9 tooth ratchet, and a perfect tooth can be
reached at the "0" micrometer setting. The 21 tooth motor sprocket in this case is same as above.
The 9 & 13 tooth ratchets can be easily changed over in a few minutes and are standard stock items
in our Dallas facility.
For best results, make sure the spindle projection is set to .75" as originally set by the factory. See
reference illustration A.
1 QTY SLEEVE-WEIGHT 1 lbs.[.4536 KG]
40 FILES / 7 1/4 " x 1 1/2" DIA. [184.1MMx38.1MM]

CANTRELL
WORLDWIDE INC.

NEW 9 TOOTH INDEX - 12 5/8" DIA. SAWS

1 QTY BOX - WEIGHT 17 1/2 lbs [7.94 kg]
16 SLEEVES / 8" x 6" x 6" [203.2 mm x 152.4mm x 152.4mm]

NEW 13 TOOTH INDEX - 18" DIA. SAWS

640 FILES TOTAL
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